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ABSTRACT

Music Information Retrieval (MIR) has been dominated
by computational approaches. The possibility of lever-
aging neural systems via brain-computer interfaces is an
alternative approach to annotating music. Here we test
this idea by measuring correlations between musical fea-
tures and brain responses in a statistically optimal fash-
ion. Using an extensive dataset of electroencephalographic
(EEG) responses to a variety of natural music stimuli, we
employed Canonical Correlation Analysis to identify spa-
tial EEG components that track temporal stimulus compo-
nents. We found multiple statistically significant dimen-
sions of stimulus-response correlation (SRC) for all songs
studied. The temporal filters that maximize correlation
with the neural response highlight harmonics and subhar-
monics of that song’s beat frequency, with different har-
monics emphasized by different components. The most
stimulus-driven component of the EEG has an anatomi-
cally plausible, symmetric frontocentral topography that is
preserved across stimuli. Our results suggest that differ-
ent neural circuits encode different temporal hierarchies of
natural music. Moreover, as techniques for decoding EEG
advance, it may be possible to automatically label music
via brain-computer interfaces that capture neural responses
that are then translated into stimulus annotations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computationally extracted audio features have been used
in Music Information Retrieval (MIR) research to model
the perceptual attributes of music. Music-specific features
were first introduced by Tzanetakis & Cook for genre clas-
sification [43]. These and other features have been used
in subsequent work for further study of genre [14, 21]
and other music-tagging applications including emotion
and mood classification [25, 35, 41] and artist identifica-
tion [26].

By contrast, the music neuroscience community has
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historically focused primarily on experimental stimuli con-
sisting of simple tones or short, synthesized instrumental
melodies. This controlled paradigm allows for precise ex-
perimental manipulations, with the goal of investigating
specific musical parameters; it also permits event-related
averaging of responses over repeated trials. However, these
stimuli lack the complexity and ecological validity of mu-
sic that is consumed in real life, and preclude the study of
global music processing [20].

In recent years, however, this field has increasingly
utilized “naturalistic” music stimuli, including complete,
real-world musical works. Here, the computationally ex-
tracted features developed for MIR research have found
direct application as they provide objective, time-varying
stimulus representations for which neural correlates can be
investigated. To date, this approach has been successfully
applied to a variety of brain imaging modalities includ-
ing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [1, 2,
40, 42], electroencephalography (EEG) [6, 22, 30, 38], and
electrocorticography (ECoG) [31, 32, 37]. Both encoding
(predicting neural activations from stimulus features) and
decoding (predicting stimulus features from neural activa-
tions) approaches have been explored [2, 27, 40].

While neuroscience is not yet an established subfield
of MIR, the approaches and insights of each field are ar-
guably complementary [3, 16]. In the present study, we
extend this interdisciplinary approach and investigate the
relationship between time-varying features of naturalis-
tic music and their EEG responses. We employ a hy-
brid encoding-decoding model to derive features and brain
signals that maximally covary. The model temporally
filters musical features while spatially filtering the EEG
to learn a multidimensional mapping between stimulus
and response, implemented here by Canonical Correlation
Analysis. We uncover multiple statistically significant di-
mensions of stimulus-response correlation, with the first
dimension showing a consistent EEG filter across differ-
ent songs. Moreover, the temporal filters that maximize
SRC emphasize harmonics and subharmonics of the beat
frequency, with different harmonics selected by different
dimensions of SRC. Our findings suggest that musical fea-
tures can potentially be annotated by processing neural re-
sponses, opening up an entirely novel approach to MIR.
Finally, all data and code will be made publicly available.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the EEG dataset, audio stimulus



feature extraction, and analysis procedures. We present the
results of our analyses in Section 3, and conclude with a
discussion in Section 4.

2. METHODS

All analyses were performed using Matlab. 1

2.1 EEG Dataset

Seeking ready-to-use EEG data reflecting natural music
listening and for which we could obtain the stimuli, we
used the publicly available NMED-H dataset [18]. This
dataset contains EEG responses to intact and scrambled
versions of full-length “Bollywood” songs, each approx-
imately 4.5 minutes long. We used the responses to intact
songs only, which comprise data from 48 unique partici-
pants (12 per song), who each heard their song twice—a
total of 24 EEG trials per song. The data frames have been
filtered and cleaned of ocular and noise artifacts, and con-
tain recordings from 125 electrodes at a sampling rate of
125 Hz with average reference. Full details of data acquisi-
tion and preprocessing are given in Kaneshiro (2016) [15].
As the downloaded data contained missing values, we im-
puted missing data using a spatial average from neighbor-
ing electrodes before proceeding with analysis.

2.2 Stimulus Feature Extraction

The NMED-H documentation provides links to purchase
the songs from iTunes, and instructions for converting
them to the intact versions of the experimental stimuli [18].
After following those procedures, we extracted acoustical
features using the MIR Toolbox, Version 1.5 [19]. We ex-
tracted the same collection of 20 short-term features that
were used in a recent fMRI study by Alluri et al. [1]:
Zero crossing rate, spectral centroid, high/low energy ra-
tio, spectral spread, spectral rolloff, spectral entropy, spec-
tral flatness, roughness, RMS energy, broadband spectral
flux, and spectral flux for 10 octave-wide subbands. Fea-
tures were extracted in 25-msec analysis windows with
a 50% overlap between frames (standard parameters for
short-term features [1, 43]), yielding a feature sampling
frequency of 80 Hz. As in the Alluri study, we also or-
thogonalized the features using PCA, providing a lower-
dimensional stimulus representation that contains contri-
butions of all features under consideration [1]. We per-
formed all subsequent analyses using PC1, as well as two
individual features. RMS and spectral flux were chosen as
they reflect amplitude envelope and timbre, respectively,
and have been used in previous studies mapping music
stimulus features to brain responses [1, 2, 30, 42].

As a reference for interpreting results, we extracted
beat and tempo information from the stimulus audio files
using a publicly available Matlab implementation [8]. 2

From the global tempo estimates, we computed frequen-
cies relevant to processing hierarchical timescales in mu-

1 https://www.mathworks.com/
2 https://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/

beattrack/

sic, namely those corresponding to the beat (quarter note),
as well as one fourth (whole note), half (half note), twice
(eighth note), and four times (sixteenth note) the beat fre-
quency. Previous studies have investigated contributions
of beat frequencies to stimulus amplitude envelopes [28];
here we have taken a similar approach, visualizing low-
frequency magnitude spectra of the three features used for
analysis.

The audio waveforms, spectrograms, low-frequency
magnitude spectra, and PC1 loadings of the four stimuli
are shown in Fig. 1. By visual inspection, it is apparent
that the four songs have different structures, and a variety
of tempos. Furthermore, the feature FFTs show spectral
peaks at both beat-relevant frequencies and other frequen-
cies not occurring at multiples of the beat. Interestingly,
PC1 loadings computed across the full set of 20 features
are mostly consistent from song to song.

2.3 Canonical Correlation Analysis

Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) involves projecting
two data sets onto subspaces such that the projections are
maximally correlated across time [9, 10, 13]. It has been
used extensively in neuroscience, most recently as a tech-
nique for investigating links between visual stimuli and
their EEG responses [7]. This approach may be thought of
“hybrid encoding-decoding”, in that the stimulus is tem-
porally filtered (encoded) and the neural response spatially
filtered (decoded), with the filtering optimized by CCA.
The result is a multidimensional measure of the stimulus-
response correlation (SRC), where each dimension empha-
sizes a different temporal component of the stimulus and a
different spatial component of the EEG.

The inputs to the CCA are two matrices. For the present
application, X ∈ RL×T is a convolution matrix of the
stimulus feature where the row dimension spans time de-
lays (“lags”) and the column dimension spans time. In this
construction, temporal filtering of the stimulus feature is
achieved by multiplication with X . Matrix Y ∈ RD×T is
the EEG data, where the row dimension spans electrodes
and the column dimension spans time. CCA on X and Y
produces a matrix of temporal filters H ∈ RL×K and a
corresponding matrix of spatial filters W ∈ RD×K that
extract temporal and spatial components from the stimulus
and EEG, respectively, where K is the number of compo-
nents. Therefore we obtain U = HTX and V = WTY ,
where U is a matrix of temporally filtered stimulus compo-
nents, and V is a matrix of spatially filtered EEG compo-
nents. The filters H and W are computed to maximize the
correlation among corresponding rows of U and V (i.e.,
the components), under the constraint that the rows of U
and V are temporally uncorrelated. The components are
sorted in descending order of correlation, such that the first
component pair (first rows of U and V ) are most strongly
correlated.

On a per-song basis, we pooled the data across trials to
learn the model parameters. As the input sampling rates
of the EEG and acoustical feature were not identical, we
resampled the EEG to the sampling rate of the acoustical



(a) Song 1: “Ainvayi Ainvayi”. (b) Song 2: “Daaru Desi”.

(c) Song 3: “Haule Haule”. (d) Song 4: “Malang”.

Figure 1: Features of the songs used here as stimuli. From top left to bottom left in each pane are the waveform, spectro-
gram, and low frequency spectrum of each individual feature used (PC1, RMS energy, and spectral flux). On the right is
the loading vector for the first PC computed across the 20 short-term features for that song.

features (80 Hz) beforehand. We performed separate CCA
computations for each acoustical feature for each song,
considering samplewise shifts up to 2 seconds in the con-
struction of the feature input matrix X .

In sum, the CCA procedure outputs a delay-by-
component stimulus filter matrix H , an electrodes-by-
component response filter W , as well as the time samples-
by-component filtered data outputs V and U . The Matlab
code used to perform these analyses is made publicly avail-
able through GitHub. 3

2.4 Visualizing the CCA Filters

While the columns of W provide the spatial filter weights,
a “forward model” is recommended for visualizing com-
ponent topographies on the scalp [12]. Thus, we used
the EEG covariance matrix R = Y Y T to compute the
forward-model projection A = RW (WTRW )−1 [29].
The columns of A represent the projection of the compo-
nent onto the scalp and are visualized topographically.

For the temporal filters, we are interested primarily in
their spectral characteristics, particularly at musically rel-
evant (beat-related) frequencies. Therefore, we computed
the FFT of each temporal filter and plotted its magnitude
spectrum.

3 http://jd-lab.org/resources/

2.5 Stimulus-to-Response Correlations

The CCA procedure described above outputs U and V ma-
trices containing the filtered data on a per-song, per-feature
basis. We computed SRC for the first 5 components on
a per-trial basis across the full duration of the trial. We
report the mean correlation coefficient across trials, on a
per-component, per-feature, per-song basis.

Due to autocorrelation characteristics of the stimulus
and response data [37], we assessed statistical significance
using a permutation test approach [39]. This was done by
implementing the following procedure for each CCA com-
putation performed above: First, we disrupted the tem-
poral structure of individual trials of input EEG (while
preserving aggregate spectral content) by phase scram-
bling the data from each electrode. Following that, the
CCA and SRC computations were performed using the
phase-scrambled EEG and intact acoustical feature as in-
puts. This procedure was repeated 500 times. We com-
pared the SRC from intact data to the distribution of SRC
across permutation iterations for computation of p-values.
We corrected for multiple comparisons using False Dis-
covery Rate (FDR) [4]. Reported statistical significance
(p < 0.05) and marginal significance (0.05 ≤ p < 0.1)
reflect FDR correction.



Figure 2: CCA filters. The spatial and temporal filters comprising each CCA pair are visualized for all songs and input
features. Shown are the component topographies (spatial filters), as well as the frequency-domain representations of the
temporal filters. The first 3 CCs are plotted. In each spectrum, vertical lines denote one fourth the beat frequency (blue),
half the beat (orange), beat (green), twice the beat (red), and four times the beat (purple).

3. RESULTS

3.1 Spatial and Temporal Filters

We first probed the spatial topographies of the EEG com-
ponents that best represented the musical features. Fig. 2
shows that the topography of component 1 is common
across songs and features, up to a sign ambiguity inher-
ent to CCA. The symmetric frontocentral topography of
CC1 matches various past results involving spatial decom-
position of brain responses during natural music listening
[17,33,38]. Unlike the first CC, the second and third com-
ponents tend to vary with the stimulus, but possess smooth
and broad topographies consistent with the projections of
cortical sources onto the scalp.

Interestingly, the temporal filters of each component are
focused on harmonics and subharmonics of the song’s beat
frequency. In the case of CC1, the frequency responses
of these filters tend to show peaks at higher beat-related
frequencies (eighth and sixteenth notes). Subsequent CCs
tend to show peaks at lower beat related frequencies (whole
and half notes). Two exceptions to this are the filters for
PC1 and spectral flux in Song 1. In both cases CC3 heavily
emphasizes the sixteenth note frequency.

While some temporal filters within a single song and
feature show similar frequency responses, these compo-
nents can be differentiated by their phase. For example,
Fig. 3 shows the time-domain representation of the tem-
poral filters output for Song 1 RMS and Song 2 RMS. In

Figure 3: Time-domain examples of temporal filters with
similar spectra but different phasing. Left: CC2 and CC3
for Song 1 RMS. Right: CC2 and CC3 for Song 2 RMS.

both cases, the second and third filters emphasize whole
note frequencies, but with a different phase. In general, all
temporal filters show far more energy in beat-related fre-
quencies than elsewhere.

3.2 Stimulus-to-EEG Correlations

The results of our CCA procedure show multiple dimen-
sions of significant correlation between the stimulus and
brain response. As shown in Table 1, CC1 produces statis-
tically significant SRC (p < 0.05 after FDR) for all songs
and stimulus features. For the remaining components, the
coefficients vary in strength across songs and features, but
multiple dimensions of significance and marginal signifi-
cance (0.05 ≤ p < 0.1) are observed. We note that there
is not a universal correspondence between correlation co-



Comp. PC1 Flux RMS

So
ng

1

CC1 0.0652** 0.0690** 0.0630**
CC2 0.0280** 0.0242** 0.0275*
CC3 0.0212** 0.0179** 0.0153
CC4 0.0177** 0.0179** 0.0123
CC5 0.0135** 0.0102** 0.0115

So
ng

2

CC1 0.0522** 0.0573** 0.0524**
CC2 0.0301** 0.0244** 0.0268**
CC3 0.0183* 0.0177** 0.0203**
CC4 0.0158** 0.0109** 0.0137*
CC5 0.0119** 0.0062 0.0104**

So
ng

3

CC1 0.0460** 0.0530** 0.0437**
CC2 0.0225 0.0306** 0.0254**
CC3 0.0171* 0.0213** 0.0254**
CC4 0.0139** 0.0119 0.0110
CC5 0.0099* 0.0084 0.0074

So
ng

4

CC1 0.0536** 0.0511** 0.0475**
CC2 0.0248 0.0324** 0.0261*
CC3 0.0194* 0.0192** 0.0203**
CC4 0.0170** 0.0178** 0.0135
CC5 0.0114** 0.0102* 0.0089

Table 1: Multidimensional stimulus-response correlations
captured by CCA. ‘**’ denotes statistical significance (p <
0.05) and ‘*’ denotes marginal significance (0.05 ≤ p <
0.1) after correcting for FDR.

efficients and statistical significance. For example, in CC5
of Song 1, the correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.0102 for
Flux is significant, while the slightly larger ρ = 0.0115 for
RMS is not. This is due to the fact that separate permuta-
tion tests were performed, and surrogate EEG data gener-
ated, for each song and audio feature.

4. DISCUSSION

The technique outlined here provides a way to study mu-
sic processing by direct comparison of an auditory stim-
ulus and its corresponding brain response. Using CCA,
matching spatial and temporal filters emerge that maxi-
mally correlate the stimulus and response in time. We
found multiple dimensions of statistically significant cor-
relation between stimulus and response. While the magni-
tudes of these correlations are small, the fact that they are
not confined to a single dimension suggests that multiple
brain areas process distinct portions of the stimulus. Such
a multidimensional correlation could not be detected using
sensor-space processing.

In past CCA studies using audio-visual stimuli [7],
analysis of temporal filter resonances lacked clear relation-
ships to the stimuli. However, the music studied here is
organized by a hierarchy of beat- and measure-related pe-
riodicities, providing direct references with which to com-
pare the temporal filter frequency responses. Here we
found that the temporal filters that extract neurally rele-
vant musical features are focused at harmonics of the beat
frequency, independent of the song or feature.

Each CCA dimension emphasizes different brain
sources (e.g., spatial topographies) and different combina-
tions of harmonics. These results thus suggest that dif-

Figure 4: Total stimulus-response correlation for the first
3 CCs of each song and feature. The stacked bar graphs
depict the proportion of stimuls-response correlation con-
tributed by each CCA dimension.

ferent temporal hierarchies of music are processed by dis-
tinct neural circuits. The topographical consistency of
the strongest component, CC1, across all songs suggests
a common mechanism for natural music listening. This
consistency across songs is especially intriguing since the
EEG data reflect disjoint sets of listeners for each song.

From the analysis of SRC significance, PC1 does not
appear to outperform other input features. In fact, spectral
flux is the only feature that produces at least three signifi-
cant components in each of the four songs. This may seem
counterintuitive, but there is no guarantee that a feature ex-
plaining the most variance in the audio data will do the
same for brain data. Indeed, the objective of CCA is to
maximize covariance between the two data sets.

The correlations between musical features and EEG
responses found here, while statistically significant, are
fairly low (< 0.1). The low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
EEG severely limits the magnitudes of stimulus-response
correlations, particularly with linear techniques as were
used here. Moreover, the EEG recorded during music lis-
tening is driven mostly by sources unrelated to the au-
ditory stimulus. The response to the stimulus comprises
only a fractional component of the overall neural activ-
ity. Even with more sophisticated imaging modalities such
as fMRI, correlation coefficients on the order of 0.1 are
typically observed [11]. In order to increase the correla-
tions between stimulus features and brain responses, non-
linear techniques such as deep neural networks could be
employed in order to account for higher-order correlations
and complex relationships not captured by linear CCA.

In research combining acoustical feature extraction and
brain responses, it is important to consider the relative
time scales on which stimuli and corresponding brain re-
sponses are sampled. Acoustical features are broadly sep-
arated into short- and long-term features. Past research has
used the short-term features described above, as well as
long-term “texture windows” with temporal resolution of
around 1 Hz (e.g., 3-sec window with 33% overlap) [43].
Recording modalities for cortical responses can similarly



be grouped by their temporal resolution. For example,
EEG provides high temporal resolution (typically up to
1000 Hz for cortical responses), while fMRI offers a sam-
pling frequency of only around 0.5 Hz [1]. Thus, in terms
of time scales, EEG is amenable to short-term features and
fMRI to long-term. Interestingly, however, many studies
to date seem mismatched in this regard. There exist both
fMRI studies utilizing short-term features [1, 42] and EEG
studies utilizing long-term features [6,22,44], meaning sig-
nificant upsampling or downsampling was needed to com-
pare stimulus features with responses. The present study is
the first to our knowledge to non-invasively examine stim-
ulus to response mapping in natural listening using exclu-
sively matching timescales.

When choosing brain response recording modalities for
this type of research, it is important to understand the trade-
offs in temporal and spatial resolution. Unlike hemody-
namic signals of fMRI, the electrical signals recorded by
EEG have been refracted through the skull and scalp; thus,
observed topographies represent signals at specific elec-
trodes, but not necessarily activations of specific underly-
ing brain regions. ECoG methods solve this problem by
placing electrodes directly on the cortex, but require inva-
sive procedures and generally record from a smaller num-
ber of electrodes over a small region of the brain.

The present study correlated time-domain representa-
tions of both the acoustical features and EEG responses.
The CCA approach could also be applied to transforms of
either input. Past EEG and ECoG studies have examined
time-frequency representations [6, 22, 31, 32, 37] and com-
pared audio features with oscillatory band power in brain
responses. Alternative stimulus input representations can
also be considered. Time frequency transforms of the au-
dio such as the Constant-Q Transform or other filterbank
decompositions could be used as long- or short-term input
features depending on the temporal resolution of interest.
Using predetermined and hand-engineered features, as we
did here, can also be limiting. The features used here are
well represented in past research, but it could be beneficial
for a system to learn the audio features themselves with
the goal of improving the output of the optimization—for
example with deep neural network approaches that have
been applied to learn features for music tagging and signal
processing systems [5, 34].

Here we have chosen to average SRC coefficients for
each song and feature across the full duration of the stimu-
lus, producing a global correlation measure for each set of
components. It is also possible to compute a time-varying
measure of SRC and further investigate the musical events
corresponding to moments of especially high or low SRC.
Past research has even linked time-varying SRC to the at-
tentional state of participants [7], pointing to application
as a surrogate measure of listener attention. This approach
could prove useful in an MIR context, providing a con-
tinuous, objective (brain-based) measure of attention to a
real-world musical work.

While public access to naturalistic listening data re-
mains limited, additional options exist. Given the limita-

tions of the NMED-H dataset, it would be helpful to test
this method on EEG datasets that reflect a wider range of
musical genres [36] and tempos [23, 24].

Future research may also consider differing stimuli
across participants. Here, each CCA computation oper-
ated over concatenated EEG responses to a shared stimu-
lus (e.g., all responses to Song 1). However, CCA has also
been used to derive correlated components for unique per-
ceptual experiences such as video game play [7]. MIR ap-
plications of this approach could involve pooling responses
to different performances of the same song, or allowing
participants to choose personal favorites. In addition, it
will be interesting to investigate further the composition of
the temporal stimulus filters, which for the present analy-
ses are tightly coupled to beat frequencies, when songs of
various tempos are analyzed together.
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